Blood pressure regulation during pregnancy is poorly understood. Cardiovagal baroreflex gain (BRG) is an important contributor to blood pressure regulation via its influence on heart-rate.
Maternal cardioautonomic responses during and following exercise throughout pregnancy D r a f t
Abstract
Blood pressure regulation during pregnancy is poorly understood. Cardiovagal baroreflex gain (BRG) is an important contributor to blood pressure regulation via its influence on heart-rate.
Heart-rate fluctuations occur in response to various physiological stimuli and can be measured using heart-rate variability (HRV). It is unclear how these mechanisms operate during pregnancy, particularly related to exercise. We examined BRG and HRV prior to, during, and following prenatal exercise. Forty-three pregnant (n=10 first trimester [TM1], n=17 second trimester [TM2]; n=16 third trimester [TM3] ) and 20 non-pregnant (NP) women underwent an incremental peak exercise test. Beat-by-beat blood pressure (photoplethysmography) and heartrate (lead II ECG) were measured throughout. BRG (slope of the relationship between fluctuations in systolic blood pressure and R-R interval) and HRV (root mean square of the successive differences; RMSSD) were assessed at rest, during steady-state exercise (EX), and during active recovery. BRG decreased with gestation and was lower in TM3 compared to NP (17.9±6.9 vs 24.8±7.4 ms/mmHg, p=0.017). BRG was reduced during EX in all groups. Resting HRV (RMSSD) also decreased with gestation and was lower in TM3 compared to NP (29±17 vs 48±20 ms, p<0.001) . RMSSD was blunted during EX for all groups compared to REST. During active recovery, RMSSD was further blunted compared to EX in NP, but not during pregnancy (TM1, TM2, and TM3). Compared to non-pregnant controls, pregnant women had lower BRG and HRV at rest, but comparable cardioautonomic control during both exercise and active recovery following peak exercise.
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Introduction
Pregnancy is a physiological stressor which is associated with significant adaptations to the cardioautonomic nervous system (Davenport et al. 2016; Usselman et al. 2015) . As pregnancy progresses, the balance between the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system activity shifts towards lower parasympathetic control. This balance can be assessed using the non-invasive techniques of heart rate variability (HRV), cardiac time interval and cardiovagal baroreflex gain (BRG) (Malik 1998; Allen et al. 2007; Picard et al. 2009 ).
As pregnancy progresses and sympathetic activation increases, resting heart rate variability declines, suggesting blunted parasympathetic control. This includes increased normalized high-frequency power and both decreased Root Mean Squared of Successive Differences (RMSSD) and Standard Deviation of N-N Intervals (SDNN) (Carpenter et al. 2017a; Chamchad et al. 2007; Kuo et al. 2000; Speranza et al. 1998) . Concurrently, the duration of ventricular depolarization and repolarization, electrocardiographically measured with the QT interval, declines (Carpenter et al. 2015) . Other cardiac time intervals are not well explored in pregnancy. Acute drops in blood pressure are met with a reflexive increase in heart rate via the cardiovagal baroreflex to maintain arterial blood pressure. Though a few studies suggest otherwise (Leduc et al. 1991; Seligman 1971) , most studies suggest that during pregnancy, the cardiovagal baroreflex has a decreased gain in response to spontaneous changes in blood pressure (Blake et al. 2000; Carpenter et al. 2017b; Greenwood et al. 2001; Lucini et al. 1999; Silver et al. 2001; Visontai et al. 2002) .
Similar cardioautonomic responses to those observed in pregnancy (i.e., decreased cardiovagal baroreflex gain and heart rate variability) have been identified in response to acute exercise in non-pregnant adults. Studies have shown that exercise is associated with sympathetic D r a f t activation and a blunted HRV (Carpenter et al. 2017a) . Also similar to the cardiac time interval changes observed at rest in pregnancy, QT interval shortens with progressive exercise in healthy individuals (Lewis and Short 2010) . In conjunction with sympathetic activation, BRG is blunted and the baroreflex is reset to a higher operating heart rate and blood pressure (Sheriff 2006) .
Following exercise in non-pregnant adults the mechanisms regulating blood pressure are altered by a drop is systemic vascular resistance, resulting in a higher incidence of post-exercise hypotension (Senitko et al. 2002) . This hypotension is due to persistent vasodilation which is not appropriately compensated for by an increased cardiac output.
During pregnancy, despite increases in both heart rate and stroke volume, systemic vasodilation ultimately leads to a decrease in total peripheral resistance and mean arterial pressure (Davenport et al. 2016) . Along with a decrease in total peripheral resistance, pregnant women have blunted cardioautonomic control at rest, which may lead to an increased risk of hypotension, pre-syncope or fainting during and following exercise. While the cardiovascular responses to exercise during pregnancy have been broadly reviewed previous (Davenport et al. 2016) , the cardioautonomic control of pregnant women during and following exercise throughout gestation remains unclear.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to assess autonomic nervous system control and blood pressure regulation at rest, during light exercise, and during active recovery following an acute bout of peak exercise in pregnant (1 st , 2 nd and 3 rd trimester) and non-pregnant women. We hypothesized that compared to non-pregnant women, gestation would be associated with an attenuation of the cardiovagal baroreflex, heart rate variability and cardiac time intervals at rest and during exercise. We further hypothesized that pregnant women would have a blunted D r a f t 1 see supplementary table S1 cardioautonomic recovery following exercise, as indicated by continued attenuation of cardiovagal baroreflex gain and heart rate variability during the active recovery period.
Methods

Ethical approval
This test protocol was approved by the Health Research Ethics Board at the University of Alberta (Approval #: Pro00040722) on October 25 th , 2013 and conformed to the standards set by the latest revision of the Declaration of Helsinki, except for registration in a database. All participants provided both verbal and written informed consent prior to participation in this study.
Participants
As part of a larger study, 38 participants completed testing at least once, to be included in one of the four groups (non-pregnant, first trimester, second trimester, or third trimester). A subset of participants were followed-up and completed repeated testing in additional trimesters, and were thus included in more than one group. As such, tests were completed on 20 non-pregnant women, 10 women in the first trimester (range: 10-12 weeks gestation), 17 women in the second trimester (range: 20-27 weeks gestation), and 16 women in the third trimester (range: 30-37 weeks gestation. A thorough breakdown of the testing scheme for participants is provided in the online supplement to this manuscript 1 . Briefly, 15 non-pregnant women were independently tested, one woman tested when non-pregnant was followed up in the 2 nd trimester, one woman tested when non-pregnant was followed up in the 3 rd trimester, and three women tested when non-pregnant were followed up in all 3 trimesters following conception. Two women were independent tested in the 1 st trimester, one initially tested in the 1 st trimester was followed up in D r a f t the 2 nd trimester, one initially tested in the 1 st trimester was followed up in the 3 rd trimester, and three initially tested in the 1 st trimester were followed up in both the 2 nd and 3 rd trimester. Three participants were independently tested in the 2 nd trimester, while six participants initially tested in the 2 nd trimester were followed up in the 3 rd trimester. Finally, two participants were independently tested in the 3 rd trimester. Spontaneous cardiovagal baroreflex gain was determined by the sequence method (Blaber et al. 1995; Parlow et al. 1995; Usselman et al. 2015; Smyth et al. 1969 ) using an ADInstruments Chart Software (version 8.1.5) algorithm. Sequences of three or more consecutive beats exhibiting concurrent changes in systolic blood pressure and R-R interval (both rising or both falling) were identified. Sequences with rising blood pressure were classified as UP events, while sequences with falling blood pressure were classified as DOWN events.
Mean BRG was taken as the average of these two classifications. Identified sequences were then visually confirmed by a trained observer prior to analyses. On the basis of evidence that the R-R interval is typically modulated within the same cardiac cycle (Pickering and Davies 1973), data sets were analyzed using a lag 0 (same beat) criterion (Blaber et al. 1995) . This methodology is consistent with previous research (Sobierajski et al. 2018; Steinback et al. 2009 ). The mean slope of identified sequences was taken to represent cardiovagal baroreflex gain, and only sequences D r a f t with an r 2 > 0.8 were included in the analysis. The cardiovagal baroreflex set point was determined as the prevailing average R-R interval and systolic blood pressure of the sequences.
ECG analysis was performed using spectral analysis software (ADI, MLS360/8 ECG Analysis, Colorado Springs, CO, USA). Ectopic beats and noise-contaminated waveforms were automatically detected by the software and were later confirmed and removed by a trained observer. Cardiac time intervals were defined as follows: P duration (atrial depolarization), PR 
Results
Anthropometrics and hemodynamics
Pregnant women were of similar age and pre-pregnancy body mass index (BMI) as the non-pregnant women (Table 1) . Physiological adaptations to pregnancy were observed including an elevation in heart rate with increasing gestation compared to non-pregnant women. Pregnant
women demonstrated a drop in arterial pressure in TM2 which returned to NP levels in TM3 (Table 1) . No significant differences in peak VO 2 and peak power output at volitional fatigue during the graded exercise test were observed between groups (Table 2) .
Heart rate variability
At REST, indices of HRV (R-R Interval, Standard Deviation of N-N Intervals, Total
Power) were significantly lower in all pregnant groups compared to the non-pregnant group (Table 3) . Also, RMSSD was lower in the 3 rd trimester (29 ± 17 ms) than in the non-pregnant group (48 ± 20 ms, p<0.001). For all groups, R-R interval significantly decreased from rest to the light steady state exercise period. R-R intervals continued to decrease during the graded exercise protocol across the four groups, were lowest at volitional fatigue (Table 2) , and remained below resting values during the active recovery period. The Standard Deviation of N-N Intervals decreased from REST to EX for all groups and returned to resting levels during active recovery for the pregnant groups but not the non-pregnant group. RMSSD decreased from REST to EX in all groups, and further decreased from EX to POST in the non-pregnant group, but not in the pregnant groups. For all groups, Total Power and High Frequency Power were reduced during EX and POST compared to REST. Low Frequency Power was significantly reduced from REST to EX in the non-pregnant, 2 nd trimester, and 3 rd trimester groups. Low Frequency Power was also reduced from REST to POST in all groups. The Low Frequency/High Frequency ratio was higher during EX than REST in both the non-pregnant and 3 rd trimester group. Further, the ratio was higher during POST than REST in all groups other than the 1 st trimester group. The total change in RMSSD from REST to POST was significantly lower in TM3 than in NP (-21.6 ± 14.8
vs -39.3 ± 19.8 ms, p=0.018, Figure 1) .
At rest, Up, Down, and Mean BRG were significantly lower in the 3 rd trimester women relative to the non-pregnant group (17.9±6.9 vs 24.8±7.4 ms/mmHg, p=0.017; Table 4 ). During steady stage exercise, there were significantly blunted Up, Down, and Mean BRG for all groups, which were blunted further during active recovery following peak exercise in the non-pregnant and 2 nd trimester groups. The amount of blunting from REST to EX (delta) was similar between groups ( Figure 2 ). However, Mean BRG in the 3 rd trimester group was blunted significantly less from the graded exercise test (from EX to POST) than in the non-pregnant group (-3.1 ± 4.2 vs -8.8 ± 8.7 ms/mmHg, p=0.042). Additionally, the total change in Mean BRG from REST to POST was significantly smaller in the 3 rd trimester women than in the non-pregnant group (-13.0 ± 6.6 vs -20.7 ± 7.9 ms/mmHg, p=0.028).
Cardiac time intervals
Cardiac time intervals are presented in Table 5 . QRS interval increased progressively from rest, to steady state exercise to active recovery following the graded exercise test in the non-pregnant group. For all other groups, QRS interval was only elevated POST, when compared to REST. At REST, QT and JT intervals were significantly reduced in the 3 rd trimester group relative to the non-pregnant group; QT shortening was no longer significant after correcting for the duration of the cardiac cycle (QTc). Resting QT interval was reduced during steady state exercise in all groups other than the 3 rd trimester. Further, due to the rising difficulty of the graded exercise test, QT interval was significantly lower during the active recovery period following volitional fatigue than during the light steady-state exercise warm-up in all groups.
Resting rate-corrected QT interval (QTc) was elevated during both during steady state exercise and following the graded exercise test in the non-pregnant group and elevated exclusively following the graded exercise test in the 3 rd trimester group. For all groups, resting JT interval D r a f t was reduced during the steady-stage EX period, and further reduced during the graded test recovery period.
Discussion
Our data demonstrate a pregnancy-related blunting of the cardio-autonomic system with gestation and an exercise-related blunting in HRV in all groups. However, during active recovery following peak exercise pregnant women's cardioautonomic control appears to have been less attenuated than that of non-pregnant controls.
Our observations of diminished resting HRV (SDNN and RMSSD) with gestation, indicating parasympathetic control blunting, are consistent with previous research (Carpenter et al. 2015; Chamchad et al. 2007; Lucini et al. 1999; Speranza et al. 1998) . This was matched with a marked reduction in total power, indicating sympathetic dominance (Task Force of the European Society of Cardiology and North American Society of Pacing and Electrophysiology 1996). Thus, it appears there's a marked increase in sympathetic control with gestation.
Reductions in HRV are linked to unfavorable outcomes, such as obesity and diabetes (May et al. 2016) . A shift in autonomic regulation from parasympathetic to sympathetic control, however, is essential to maintain proper blood flow to the growing conceptus during normal, healthy pregnancy. Thus, the observed shift in autonomic control is likely a natural gestational change.
Heart rate responses to exercise have prognostic power for cardiovascular morbidity and Previous research in non-pregnant adults has shown a positive relationship between BRG and HRV, indicating that changes in heart rate stemming from the cardiovagal baroreflex contribute to heart rate variability (Lucini et al. 2002) . The blunting of resting BRG seen during late pregnancy in this study supports the findings of several previous studies (Blake et al. 2000; Carpenter et al. 2017b; Greenwood et al. 2001; Lucini et al. 1999; Silver et al. 2001; Visontai et al. 2002) . This blunting is likely related to the vagal withdrawal and sympathetic activation observed at rest. In the current study, resting women in late pregnancy were less able to respond to acute changes in blood pressure than resting non-pregnant women. Blunted acute blood pressure regulation, such as that seen in pregnancy here, has been linked to orthostatic intolerance in non-pregnant populations (Custaud et al. 2002) , so may represent a potential mechanism explaining reductions in blood pressure and increases in incidence of orthostatic intolerance in pregnancy. Additional research is needed to further assess the relationship between the blunting of BRG and orthostatic intolerance in pregnancy.
A gestation-associated blunting of acute blood pressure regulation was shown by a lower BRG in TM3 than NP. However, it is well documented that both an acute, as well as more prolonged periods of hypotension can be reached following exercise in non-pregnant populations D r a f t (Charkoudian et al. 2003; Willie et al. 2011 ). This study is the first to examine cardiovagal baroreflex during both exercise and active recovery in pregnant women. The exercise-associated blunting of BRG seen across all gestational groups is consistent with previous studies involving non-pregnant populations (Bristow et al. 1971; Pickering et al. 1971) . Despite a reduced baroreflex at rest, pregnant women were capable of reflexively controlling blood pressure during and following exercise. This supports previous findings of similar spontaneous baroreflex control between non-pregnant women and women in late pregnancy both above and below ventilatory threshold, despite having different baroreflex gain at rest (Avery et al. 2001 ). Further, this study adds that the similar spontaneous baroreflex control between pregnant and non-pregnant women observed during exercise persists in the recovery period following peak exercise.
Baroreflex gain was blunted less following peak exercise in pregnant relative to nonpregnant women, as shown by the persistent blunting seen in the non-pregnant women, and not the third trimester women. This is also reflected by the greater change in baroreflex gain observed in the non-pregnant women compared to the third trimester women from exercise to post (Figure 2 ). No differences in peak wattage or VO 2 were seen between groups (Table 2) , so the loss of gestation-associated differences in both baroreflex and heart rate variability observed at rest do not appear to be related to the intensity reached at volitional fatigue. Gestationassociated baroreflex blunting could be attributable to the higher cardiac output, plasma volume, and RBC volume seen in pregnancy. Overall, it appears that peak exercise had a more profound cardiovascular effect on non-pregnant women than those in late pregnancy. It is possible that since the baroreflex of those in late pregnancy is already blunted, further cardiovascular stress (i.e., exercise) enacts smaller effects than for those who have regular baroreflex function (i.e., non-pregnant women). Essentially, a floor effect brought on by the summation of these D r a f t cardiovascular stressors may explain this difference. The likelihood of a floor effect in baroreflex gain is supported by the findings illustrated in Figure 2 . The magnitude of blunting brought on by peak exercise was lower in late pregnancy than in non-pregnant women and as women in late pregnancy had an already blunted baroreflex gain at rest, may have a limited the ability for the baroreflex to further blunt as exercise intensity increased. Further investigation into the dynamic blood pressure regulation during pregnancy is warranted to better understand the implications of the relative leveling of baroreflex gain between pregnant and non-pregnant women.
Hemodynamic stress during pregnancy has been suggested to lead to the generation of arrhythmias such as ventricular tachycardia and premature ventricular contraction (Nakagawa et al. 2004 ), but despite extensive hemodynamic changes, little is known about electrophysiological cardiac changes during pregnancy (Baumert et al. 2010 ). The observed reduction in QT interval, the duration of ventricular depolarization and repolarization, with advancing gestation supports previous findings. (Carpenter et al. 2015; Carpenter et al. 2017a) , although the previous studies showed that QT interval was altered as early as the first trimester, these studies agree that ratecorrected QT (QTc) is not altered during pregnancy (Baumert et al. 2010 respectively. As such, the observed constancy of PR interval throughout the current study protocol is favourable. A small rise in QRS interval was observed during the recovery period.
However, the magnitude of that rise was well below the 15 ms change typically used for predictive purposes (Berntsen et al. 1995) . Overall, the cardiac time interval changes observed in the current study were as expected and identified no negative electrophysiological changes during light exercise and during active recovery following peak exercise.
Limitations
Admittedly, longitudinal analyses would provide better insight than inter-subject analyses. Repeated measures were performed on a subset of participants in this study at all three pregnant groups, but the small number (n=6) of those participants did not lend itself to analysis restricted to longitudinal data. And although this study included relatively small sample sizes from each group, groups were matched for age and BMI and represent the average for healthy pregnancies. In this study, the spontaneous method for calculating cardiac baroreflex gain was employed, as opposed to the "gold standard" modified Oxford method. The modified Oxford method examines responses to a wider range of blood pressures through pharmacological means, but this method is not ideally suited to pregnant women (Jarvis et al. 2012) . Further, spontaneous baroreflex gain measures have been validated against the modified Oxford method previously (Hart et al. 2010) . Thus, although interpretation of cardiovagal baroreflex gain is limited to that around the operating point, this has relevance for immediate homeostatic blood pressure control.
In the current study, cardiorespiratory conditioning status of the participants was not statistically accounted for, which can influence cardiovagal baroreflex gain, heart rate variability, and D r a f t electrocardiogram characteristics (Carpenter et al. 2017a; Carpenter et al. 2017b ). However, both peak wattage and VO2 were similar between groups (Table 2) , and thus makes it less likely that significant differences in training status exist between groups. It is noteworthy that although nonsignificant, pregnant women had lower peak wattage, which could influence interpretations of the recovery period. It is possible that the small difference in wattage could influence the coinciding cardioautonomic measures in the recovery period. The alternative to using peak exercise would have been to use a standardized submaximal load for all participants. However, a standardized wattage would potentially result in differences in relative intensities of exercise for each participant. In the model used in the current study, peak wattage was targeted to assess recovery from peak exercise. This resulted in similar percentages of age-predicted max heart rate (220-age) being reached in the four groups (Table 2) . Guidelines for Exercise in Pregnancy and the Postpartum Period, is to follow aerobic exercise with a 5-minute cool-down, hence the reason for the active recovery chosen in the current study.
Lastly, the inclusion of a subset of the participants in more than one group complicates our interpretation. This data structure is most akin to repeated cross-sectional data captured in cohort studies. To assess the limitation of this data structure, results from the major variables in D r a f t 2 see supplementary table S2  3 see supplementary figures S1 and S2 this study (baroreflex gain and heart rate variability) were compared to a data subset including only participants measured at a single timepoint (non-repeat measure participants). The results of the comparisons are provided in the online supplement to this manuscript 2 . As seen, both cardiovagal baroreflex gain and RMSSD were blunted in the 3 rd trimester relative to the nonpregnant group in the subset analysis. Further, there are no significant differences in BRG and RMSSD observed when comparing the non-pregnant and 3 rd trimester groups in both exercise and recovery periods. This agrees with the results found with the original ANOVAS, which included all the tests (including repeated measures ones). Further, graphical illustrations of the changes participants underwent between conditions are provided in the online supplement to this manuscript 3 . This graph shows the values of participants measures more than once follow the trends of the participants measured at a single timepoint, as well as the group means. Overall, the inclusion of these repeated measures participants likely doesn't influence the results and interpretations.
Conclusion
In the present study, pregnancy was associated with a progressive blunting of resting parasympathetic control (heart rate variability) and blood pressure regulation (baroreflex gain).
Despite these changes, pregnant women exhibited similar abilities to respond to fluctuations in blood pressure and control heart rate during and following exercise compared to non-pregnant women. In fact, pregnant women's cardioautonomic control was less affected during recovery following peak exercise. These data provide reassurance that pregnant women are able to adequately recover following acute exercise.
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